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▪ Includes a 15 Oz titanium hammer (head and handle) with a replaceable steel face, 12 in clawbar

titanium nail puller, extra steel replicable smooth face, black embroidered stiletto cap, and black 

stiletto tool bag

▪ Powerful and lightweight titanium hammer delivers 10 times less recoil than steel

▪ Patented dimpler feature on titanium claw bar allows users to create a recess around the nail 

head to get the claws under the nails and reduces damage to materials

ITEM#

FEATURES:

The Stiletto CB5TB is a 5 Piece TiBone Combo Kit. The Combo Kit 

Contains a 15 Oz Titanium Hammer with a replaceable steel face, 12 in 

Clawbar Titanium Nail Puller, Extra Replacable Face, Black 

Embroidered Stiletto cap, and Black Stiletto Tool bag. The Powerful and 

lightweight Titanium Hammer delivers 10 times less recoil than Steel. 

The CB5TB has a Titanium Claw bar with a Patented Dimpler feature 

that allows users to create a recess around the nail head to get the 

claws under the nails and reduces damage to materials. Stiletto Tool 

Company has been synonymous with high quality hand tools dating 

back to 1849. With its long history and strong reputation, the brand has 

evolved into the modern day standard for innovative, lightweight, 

ergonomic, productive, and professional tools. We set the standard with 

our line of premium titanium hand tools that span numerous trades such 

as framing, remodeling, finish work, siding, demolition, concrete, and 

drywall. Titanium is 45% lighter weight while providing the same striking 

force and strength as steel. Titanium tools also produce 10 times less 

recoil shock which helps reduce carpal tunnel syndrome. The 

combination of these features means less down time, more productivity, 

and most importantly less pain while working.

CB5TB

5-PIECE TI-BONE COMBO KIT

INCLUDES:
(1) 15oz Titanium head/Steel face hammer

(1) Extra Steel Replaceable Smooth Face

(1) 12" ClawBar Ti Nail Puller

(1) Black embroidered Stiletto cap

(1) Black Stiletto Tool bag - 10 outer and 6 inner pockets in large zippered opening

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:


